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Abstract: In this paper we correct and extend ltwo papers which were writt,en 
author and R. Schori and J. West ;Rd which prove; or announce several clasificat 
for infinite-dimensional topologkl manifolds. 
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Infinite-dimensic.nal manifolds homotopy tyI ; topt3logical v 
open embeddings topological c
,.-I~I.~a--I 
Ir two joint papers the acihor, with Schoti [6] 
some classificat-‘on theorems for infimte-climensional manifollds whi 
crucially used results from the author’s papers [ 4, 5 1. Since the 
tilon of [6,7], the manuscripts for 14, 51 have been changed, tivol 
a weakening of the main theorem of [4] but the strengthenin 
main results of [ 51‘ This paper gives the resulting modification C:J 
as well as some further extensions of the main clas 
G. Bessaga pointed oust o the author that the p 
ori@nal manuscript of [ 41 was not correct for a 
tor spaces (TVS’s?. However, he suggested that 
era1 valid for TVS’s whir:h were homeomorphic to an 
the 17pen cone olrer X we mlean the selt, X X (0, =) U 
by choosing as a basis the usual topology on X 
all sets of the form X X (0, t) U { 0}, for 0 C t < QQ. 
, Lemma I. 1 ] that: 
* The author is an Alfred P. Sloan Fellow and was partial!y suppor~~~~ by
mma 1. Each metrizable locally convex topological vector space 
(MZCTVS) is.homeomorphic to an open cone over any of its (co-dimen- 
sion one) hyper;planes, 
In addition, we prove below ($3): 
L. .: 
mma 2. If F is a metrizable TVS and W is a’normed infinite-dimen- 
sional TVS, then each of P , Fy, and H>< F is homelomorphic to an 
open cone. (P is the Cartesian product osf countablyinfinitely many 
copies of F and -Fiy = {{xi) E I;w I xi = 0, except for finitely many i}.) 
As a consequence, the Triviality of Microbundlles Theorems (II1 of 
[6] and Theorem 4 of [7] ) are substantiated only if the fiber is metriz- 
able (see Theorem 1 below); but the other main theorems of [ 6, 73 can 
now be strengthiened to apply to more general TVS’s than before. In the 
next section we give the corrected or exte:nded versions of these theor 
ferns. 
1. Theorems. 
In these theorems, IM and N are connec$:ed manifolds m~~delled on a 
metrizable TVS F such that F EZ Fw or F :s F* . Note that such 1;’ are 
by Lemma 2, homeomorphic to open cones. T he statementts of Theorem 
4 of [ 7] and H f of [ 61 should be corrected by adding the hypothlesis 
that F is metrizable. Thus we have 
eorem 1 (Microbundles are trivial). Let B be a paracompact space 
with the homotopy-type of a simplicial (OX CW) complex. Then every 
microbundle with base B and fiber Fis triGal, 
The author conje~iul~s that Theorem 1 is true with th.e only require- 
ments on F being that it is an infinite-dimE:nsionatl TVS. 
oof. The theorem follows from the re.:mark (4) in the introduction 
elmma 2, and the fact that LemmlEa 4.2 o/f [ 41 is true if F is a 
which is homeomorphic toF”’ (as wi:ts noteld in 1:7]). 
of’ [ 63 and Theorem 6 of f 7 1) 
D. W. Henderson, IqfMte~dimensfonal manifolds 
theless, we can slightfy improve Theorem 6 of f7! ( 
of [6] ) as follows: 
2 (Closed Embeddding Theorem). M can be split em 
with open cone complement as a closed slabmanifold ofF. (N c F is 
called a split embedding with open cone complement if each point 
x EN has a neighborhood V such that (V V n NJ is pair-wise ho 
morphic to (FX E, F X (O}), where F X E:’ a: F and E is homeom 
to an open cone,) 
Proof. By Lemma 2 we may assume that F is an open done, 
guments in the proof of T’;eorem 1 of [ 51 (as n-ttidified in the proof 
Theorem 6 of [ 71 ;In. case Zz ITS* ) now apply since the assum 
F is a MLCTVS is c&y used in this proof to show that F is an open 
Using the notation of that proof, with X= F, we may clearly assu 
that the closed embeddings h, : va + x, restrict to open embeddin 
?~,lv~~v~-+Xr andthushi:ri -) X rerstricts o an open em 
hil vi : vj -+ X. Then we may choose the partition of unity Ii 
{interior (hj -l({l}))Ii= 1,2,3, --.} 
is an open cover of M. Then clearly & I interior (Xi 
bedding with complement X. The final closed embed 
when composed with the projection  :: (XX X)* + 
i -t- 1 st coordinate is precisely Ki, thus 11 I interior (Xi 
split embedding into (XX X)w z X with eomplement 
(Or, in case X = X o , h 1 in&%-k Jr (k ’ ( ( 11)) is a spli 
(XX X)f” 22 X witi; complement XX (XX X)f” Y Xy Y 
Theorem 3. If f: M + N is a closed embedding such th 
borhood retract of N, then there is an open embeddin 
such that g(m, 0) = (h [rn ), 0) for each m E 
then M is an ABJR and thus every closed e 
retract. When F is not locally convex, Theorem 2 together 
sitions 2.1 and 2.2 (below) give the existence of many sue 
The proof is the same as e proof of Theorem 2 of [S ] 
Theorems 1 and 2 above are used. 
( 
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oaf. This theorem follows immediately from Theorems 2 a‘;ld 3, 
Proposition 2.1 and Schoti’s theorem [91 that 44 X FZ 44. 
.’ 
Two embeddings fi 8 : X + iI4 are ambient intertib$ ‘is0 topic if the1-e is
a level preserving homeomorphism (calfed ani nvertible isotopy) 
h:MXi+kXIsuchthatk(m,O)=(m,O), foreachmEM,and 
h (f(x)_, Ii ) = (g(x), 1.3, for eac!t x E X. 
Theorem 5. Let F be locally convex and let AT be an ANR (for metric 
spaces). If fi g :X + N X { 0) C N X F are two homotopic closed embed- 
dings, then f and g are ambient invertibly isotopic in N X F. 
The proof is the same as the proof of Theorem 3 of [S] except that 
Theorem 3 of this paper must be used. The proof ffaiis to go through 
for non-locally convex F only because aform of the Tietz:e xtension 
theorem for F is needed in Lemma 4.1 of [ 5 j . 
Theorem 6 (Classification: Theorem). If F’ is locally convex, thien every 
homotopv equivalencef:M -$ N is homotopic to a homeomorphism. 
The proof is the same as the proof of Theorem C of [6] l 
2. Split en4wddings 
Proposition 2.1. Let M and N be manifolds modelled on a metrizable 
TVS F. If h :M -+ N is a closed split embedding with open cone comple- 
ment, then fi(M) is a neighborhiqod retract of N. 
wof. Sira h(M) is i=los(ed and F is paracompact we nay find, by 
using Lemma 1.2 of [ 41, a locally-finite countable collection [(covering 
h(M)) of open sets { Ui} such that ( Ui, 6; n h (J-f)) is pairwise homeo- 
morphic to ( Ui n h(M) X E, Ui n h(M) X { 0)) where E is homeomor- 
phic to an open cone. We ufse only one symbol E even though it is pos- 
sible that for different Ui (or even for different components of the same 
e E will be non-hsmeomorphic. Let Vi = Ui f71 k (M) and ,/a 1 6: VI 
2 C Y, be closed in V, u V, such that tl 1 u A 2 = VI 13 V2. Now 
identifif V2 X E with U2 is such a way (use Lemma 1 2 of [Lo] .if nccep 
1 n(A2xEpI 2. (Et = if;--1 ([ 0, t)), where 6 
=).) Let W, == U, ---(A. 2 >I: Et) U 
1 U V2 by first retra.cting A 2 X E, 
to X = {(x, y) E A, x Et [y E Exm}, where X A2 + [O, t] is su 
A& -A, ) = 0 and X(bd A,) =: t, and then applying the retrac 
to IV1 . Continue iikewise, Sinr;e: {L\) is locally finite, the li 
is an open set W and the limit of (Fi) is a retracf( of W onto 
/ 
aposition 2.2. Let M ani! N be manifold mocklled on F homeom 
phic to HX G, where N is a normerd TVS and G a metrizablte TVS If 
f:M + N is a map and h :A4 -+ P;’ is a closed split embedding with open 
cone complement, then (fi h) :A4 -+ N X F is a closed siplit embeddin 
with open cone complement. 
Pkoof. Let x0 E M. Then there exists about x0 a neighborhood 
U c F and an open cone E such th.at here is a homeomorphism of p 
g:(U, Un h(M))+ (Un h(M)x E, Un h(M):x (0)). 
Let W be a neighborhood off (x0) in N such that there is a homeo 
phism ] : W + F. For 
a neighborhood of ( f(xo ), h (x0 )) in N X F, de,fine 
d(xP Y) = MY),l”(X) -+f,h-l oglty)), 
where gl is the composition of ,g and the projection 
Un h(M). The n g’ is a homeomorphism of the pair (U’, 
onto (U’ n (fi h)(M) x E X E; u” (71 (f, h)(M) x { 0, 0)). B 
E X F is an open cone. 
3. Proof of Lemma 2. 
In the proof of Lemma 2, we: need the foIlowing: 
Proposition 3.1. Let H be a normetd infinite-dime 
0 < t 5 1, there is a homeomorphism fr 211 
entity, the map (x, t) I+ (J 
, 11 ontoH-(9)X (0, I] t 
is further developed in ZI forthcoming book %,y q. &%sag:a nd A. Peal;- 
zynski. The technique is as follows: First find a&on-complete lnorm 
w( 0) for H. (This is where the assump:‘on th.)at H is>nfinite-dimensional 
i& essential.) Then find a suitable path k : [Q, =) + H into the completion 
H of H with respect to’ o( e), such that, I( [ 1 s =J)) == 0, ~((0, 00)) c: H, 
andp(O)=~~H-H.Thendefineh~(x)=xI-p(t+w(x))forxEH. 
Similarly to the proof of Lemma 2 of [2], it can be shown that h, is a 
homeomorphism of H onto H, if 0 < t <, 1, and that h, i,s a homeomor- 
phism of H onto HU x”. Then & = /I+-,-1 oh+ are the desired homeomor- 
phisms. 
Roof of Lemma 2. F’ has a l-dim nsional1inea.r subspace and thus, 
‘sv the Bartle-Graves-Michael Theorem [ 81 g F” = R X G, f’or some G. 
Thus Fm = (R x G)* =RW X Ga and!’ =(RX tT)# =Rj? X Gj?. By 
[ 1) 1 Cl], W and Rf” are horneomorphrc to narmed T VS”s. Therefore, 
we restrict our attention to H X F, where H is normed and F i:s metriz- 
able. Usicg the homeomorphisms from Proposition 3.1 define 
h : H X F + H x F by settirig h(x, y) = (fd(, 0$x), JJ), where rl iis a metric 
for F. h is a homeomorphj.sm of HX F onto E = ((jY - (0)) X F) u (0,O). 
We finish the proof by showing that E is an open cone. We ma.y assume 
that d is an Eidelheit-Mazur metric (see [ 3]), ii.e., that d(--, 6) is strictly 
monotone (on each ray from the origin) I We nlay dtefine a. strictly mono- 
tone metric d’, for HX F by setting 
d’ ((x, y), (x’, y’)) = Max. { Ilx - x’ 11, ?Iliin {d (y, y’), f/J, 
where II * It is a norjil for H. (Note that d’ is unbounded on each ray from 
(0, 0) in E and that d’((x. y), 0) = 1 if and only if Ilxll = 1. Then there is 
a radial homeomorphism’ h : E + E defined by 
(The fact that h-1 is continuotis fokws because d’l(-, 0) is strictly 
monotone.) Nete that if h(x, yj = (x’, y’), then iix’ll = d’((x, y)!, 0). 
Thus (0,O) b 0 and, for x =je: 0,
omorplzasm of E onto the open COA’I,~ over HI X F, where 
I IIXII = 1 }. 
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